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fundies say the darndest things - fundies say the darndest things an archive of the most hilarious bizarre ignorant bigoted
and terrifying quotes from fundies all over the internet, 5 things i learned as the internet s most hated person - it was all
sparked by a single forum post from a jilted ex boyfriend but the ensuing outrage was so fierce and relentless that the story
made it all the way to the new yorker this kind of spontaneous shitstorm is depressingly common these days so we reached
out to zoe quinn to see what it s like to be the internet s most hated person well for a couple of weeks anyway, figs the
world s healthiest foods - fruit and cereal fiber which is found in figs protective against postmenopausal breast cancer
results of a prospective study involving 51 823 postmenopausal women for an average of 8 3 years showed a 34 reduction
in breast cancer risk for those consuming the most fruit fiber compared to those consuming the least, the world is not
falling apart the trend lines reveal an - an explosion rocks the syrian city of kobane during a reported suicide car bombing
by the islamic state as seen from the turkey syria border on oct 20 2014 the small picture is very bad but, the most bizarre
and hilarious things spotted at the airport - the airport a place where adventures begin and end it s also become a place
where people can witness some of the strangest occurrences ever caught on camera and this list has some of the best to
ever grace the web, cracked com america s only humor site cracked com - a funny website filled with funny videos pics
articles and a whole bunch of other funny stuff cracked com celebrating 50 years of humor, ibm watson internet of things
iot ibm - ibm s new watson internet of things iot is a cognitive system that learns from and infuses intelligence into the
physical world, game of thrones inside the world s most popular show - game of thrones how they make the world s
most popular show by daniel d addario belfast photographs by miles aldridge for time the battle for westeros may be won or
lost on the back of a, the battle is for the customer interface techcrunch - in 2015 uber the world s largest taxi company
owns no vehicles facebook the world s most popular media owner creates no content alibaba the most valuable retailer has
no inventory and airbnb, amazon com things fall apart 9780385474542 chinua - one of chinua achebe s many
achievements in his acclaimed first novel things fall apart is his relentlessly unsentimental rendering of nigerian tribal life
before and after the coming of colonialism first published in 1958 just two years before nigeria declared independence from
great britain the book eschews the obvious temptation of depicting pre colonial life as a kind of eden, the most powerful
people in the world business insider - from world leaders to top executives we ranked the people who command the most
global power, maddie on things maddie the coonhound - after spinning around the world 35 years it s amazed me to
realize that one of the biggest challenges i ll ever face is learning to be me, first thoughts blogs first things - a blog
devoted to sharing initial thoughts on topics and daily ramblings first thoughts speaks to the latest topics in religion and
today s society, the effective executive the definitive guide to getting - the effective executive the definitive guide to
getting the right things done harperbusiness essentials peter f drucker on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers
what makes an effective executive the measure of the executive
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